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Week 1:   Definitions, mapping out the course 
Week 2:   Composition of an IOT Thing.  Programming it. 

   The IOT before the “I”: Apollo AGC (1961-71) 
Week 3:   Introduction to our processor: The Arduino 

             Distribution of hardware WHICH I WANT BACK 
Week 4:   Security of IOT things.   Fiddling with devices 
Week 5:   Getting used to the Arduino and building devices 
Week 6:   Show-offs; turn in your code 

  Uses of IOTs: medicine, "smart cities", political oppression PIZZA 
Week 7:   Research description:  you pick an IOT, and research it for 

    presentation to the class, political oppression, 
    privacy issues,  battery life, project showoffs 

Week 8:   Security of IOT things #2: security, and liability 
Week 9:   Presentations of research projects part 1   PIZZA 
Week 10:  Presentations of research projects part 2 



Presentations (and excuses J) 



Security.  Again 



Security.  Again 



Security.   



Security.   



Privacy 

Invade privacy – from the vendor 
 
• AT&T “Family Map” 
 
• Sprint “Family Locator” 
 
• Verison “Family Locator” 
 
• android “remotely locate device” 
 
• iphone “find my iphone” 



Privacy 
• apple/android “Connect” – collect posts from ‘friends’, 
including with GPS coordinates  
 
• “Find my Friends” 
 
• Phone Tracker 
 
• mSpy 
 
• Spyzie 



Privacy: Stingray 





“So what? I’ve got nothing to hide…” 





How about… 

The more they know… 
 
 
• medical records being used to decide employment 
• employment decision based on diet (your refrigerator), 
                                or DNA ('heritage tests') 
• jury profiling by medical records and movements 
• deciding access to political mechanisms based on what you believe (e.g IRS) 
• Deciding your employment based on who your ‘friends’ are. 
Deciding access to government services based on medical issues ( 
 
 
IOT’s: more data into “the mix” 
 
We have to think about privacy when we bulid and deploy these devices, 
or unscrupulous people will misuse it. 
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Abstract

The question whether rights to health care should be altered by smoking behaviour involves
wideranging implications for all who indulge in hazardous behaviours, and involves complex economic
utilitarian arguments. This paper examines current debate in the UK and suggest the major significance
of the controversy has been ignored. That this discussion exists at all implies increasing division over
the scope and purpose of a nationalised health service, bestowing health rights on all. When individuals
bear the cost of their own health care, they appear to take responsibility for health implications of
personal behaviour, but when the state bears the cost, moral obligations of the community and its
doctors to care for those who do not value health are called into question. The debate has far-reaching
implications as ethical problems of smokers' rights to health care are common to situations where
health as a value comes into conflict with other values, such as pleasure or wealth.

Full text

Full text is available as a scanned copy of the original print version. Get a printable copy (PDF file) of the
complete article (1.2M), or click on a page image below to browse page by page. Links to PubMed are
also available for Selected References.
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And now for something completely 
different:  battery life 

� Why use battery-powered devices? 

� When should we use battery-powered 
devices? 

 
� When should we NOT use battery-

powered devices? 

 



If we decide to use battery power, 
how can we maximize battery life? 



Battery enhancements 
�   shut off subsystems we don't always need (like radio) - but now 

our devices cannot be interrogated (or sensors) - but now they're 
not continuous, and might lose calibration 

�  enhance support infrastructure to provide power (e.g. poe) for 
recharging 

�  Have close base stations so not as much power needed to get data 
out) 

�  make sure the device can monitor the voltage from the battery to 
warn of imminent failure 

�  minimize sensors to just what is needed 

�  miminize computing to just what is needed 


